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Premium Commentary Collection. This collection 
provides access to over 190 publications across over 
20 areas of practice 

Civil Litigation
• Canadian Civil Procedure Law (Abrams, McGuinness)

• Canadian Tort Law (Linden, Feldthusen)

• The Law of Limitations (Mew)

• Sopinka and Gelowitz on the Conduct of an Appeal (Sopinka, 

Gelowitz, Rankin)

• Sopinka, Lederman & Bryant: The Law of Evidence in Canada 

(Bryant, Lederman, Fuerst)

• Sullivan on the Construction of Statutes

Commercial and Corporate Law
• Canada Corporations Law Reporter

• Canadian Commercial Law Guide

• Ontario Corporations Law Guide

Criminal Law
• Criminal Procedure in Canada (Penney, Rondinelli, Stribopoulos)

• Manning, Mewett & Sankoff: Criminal Law (Manning, Mewett, Sankoff)

• Sentencing (Ruby, Chan, Hasan, Enenajor)

• The Practitioner’s Criminal Code (Gold)

Employment & Labour Law
• Canadian Labour Law Reporter

• Canadian Employment Safety and Health

• Employment Law in Canada

• Wrongful Dismissal Practice Manual

Family Law
• Canadian Family Law Guide

• Ontario Family Law Practice (Steinberg, Perkins, Lenkinski and James)

• Wilson on Children and the Law

Wills, Trusts & Estates
• Canadian Estate Adminsitration Guide

• Feeney’s Canadian Law of Wills

Halsbury’s® Laws of Canada
Halsbury’s Laws of Canada is the black letter statement of the law 

that provides definitive legal information, focused on the law as 

it stands today. Halsbury’s Laws of Canada is the only up-to-date, 

national legal encyclopedia on the market that covers all jurisdictions. 

Search or browse the online sources with links to the cited decisions. 

One section in particular that users appreciate is the Glossary of 
Defined Terms Legislation which is available in every volume.

• Administrative Law  (Régimbald, Estabrooks)

• Constitutional Law (Division of Powers) (Régimbald, Wilson)

• Civil Procedure (Abrams, McGuinness and Brecher)

• Contracts (Swan, Adamski)

• Criminal Offences and Defences (Gold)

• Discrimination and Human Rights (Ray-Ellis)

• Employment (Ray-Ellis)

• Family (Lenkinski, Carr)

JurisClasseur Québec
JurisClasseur Quebec is the French-Canadian legal encyclopedia 

providing comprehensive coverage of civil and  common-law legal 

topics across 26 different legal, divided in 5 collections: Business, 

Civil Law, Labour & Employment, Criminal and Public Law.

Dictionnaries and Words & Phrases
Barron’s Canadian Law Dictionary - The source is a concise guide 

to legal citation. It defines important legal terms and describes the 

Canadian court system.

Canadian Legal Words & Phrases - This source contains definition of 

legal words and phrases.

Summaries and Canada Digests
Single point of access to a collection of over 1.4 million Canadian 

court and tribunal summaries in 52 areas of law that are organized 

according to the LexisNexis® classification system. 

Table of Concordance
Unique tools that enable the user to quickly and easily compare 

legislation across various Canadian jurisdictions. 
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Smart Charts
Smart Charts are tools unique to LexisNexis that save you time by 

identifying, organizing, and comparing answers to concise legal issues 

across multiple jurisdictions. 

Quantums
Canada Quantums Digests are 13 sources of case summaries from 

all Canadian federal and common law provincial jurisdictions. They 

are organized by a topic specific classification scheme that has been 

modified to fit each subject. 

Forms & Precedents
Canadian Forms & Precedents on Lexis Advance Quicklaw provides 

easy access to the comprehensive set of LexisNexis expanding sample 

forms and precedents . This collection will help you draft customized 

documents with ease. You also have access to: Ontario Court Forms - 

Williston & Rolls

Current Awareness: LexisNexis NetLetter® Issues
Complete collection of current awareness netletters written by our 

legal editors and authors. Create an alert and receive the bulletin 

directly in your inbox.

Canadian Case Law 
• All decisions reported in print since 1970

• All decisions decided prior to 1970 that have been cited by 

courts after 1970

• Parallel citations of all cases published in print appear on the face 

of the decision

• The most complete collection of electronically reported 

decisions in Canada

• In English and in French, as issued by the Courts 

Canadian Legislation
Canadian legislation, both statutes and regulations, from all Canadian 

jurisdictions, current to most recent Gazette.

• Point in Time functionality is available for Federal, Alberta, 

British Columbia, and Ontario statutes. You can verify the status 

of a specific section at a specific date.

Annotated Legislation
Annotated legislation provides you with access to enhancements to 

legislation that provide case law and expert commentary on every 

section of select legislation. 

Legal reviews & Journals 
Over 1,000 Canadian and international legal journals are available 

including some of the most wellknown organizations and universities 

such as Queen’s, McGill, Osgood Hall, Berkeley, Harvard, Columbia, 

Cornell, Duke and many more.

International Content
Access to the complete Primary Law collection, including case law 

and legislation, for the United States, United Kingdom, Australia, New 

Zealand, Hong Kong and France with the citator for the United States 

(Shepard’s®), United Kingdom (Case Overview) and Australia and 

New Zealand (CaseBase®).

JurisClasseur France
This online analysis of the best legal experts includes links to the 

legislation and case law decisions cited. With 60 sources, and 

over one million full-text decisions, this collection offers the most 

comprehensive reference on law from France and Europe.

Halsbury’s Laws of Australia
A comprehensive legal encyclopedia written in a clear, concise form, 

covering all Australian law. It provides definitive statements of the law 

supported by primary authority contained in detailed footnotes. 

Halsbury’s Laws of England
Covering the entire spectrum of English law, this encyclopedia is 

designed to answer the full range of questions. It provides the only 

comprehensive narrative statement of the law of England and Wales, 

containing law derived from every source. 

News & Company Profiles 
Conduct accurate searches within our important collection of News 

& Business local and international sources. Access to the latest 

news and business information for client development, business 

intelligence or competitive information.

Other Products of interest that you have access to: 
Practical Guidance - Developed by lawyers for lawyers, Practical 

Guidance is your online resource for all your legal issues. Benefit 

from tips, how-to guides and checklists that guide you through your 

cases, from the most routine to the most complex. You’ll simplify your 

practice and optimize your efficiency and client service. 

Content subject to change without notice.

L E A R N  M O R E 
For any support related to Canadian Law School Student Programming, please visit LexisNexis.ca/Law-Schools or connect with us at, 

lawschools@lexisnexis.ca.

For additional training support please visit LexisNexis.ca/Law-Schools-Training
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